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KEY
TAKEAWAYS

1. VERIFICATION PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN ENSURING THE INTEGRITY OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID
PROGRAMS, BUT THE PROCESS REMAINS OVERLY COMPLEX, DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECTS LOWINCOME STUDENTS, AND IS BURDENSOME FOR STUDENTS AND AID ADMINISTRATORS.
2. THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DOES NOT RELIABLY RELEASE DATA ON VERIFICATION SELECTION
CRITERIA OR THE DEGREE TO WHICH VERIFICATION RESULTS IN CHANGES TO FINANCIAL AID AWARDS,
MAKING IT IMPOSSIBLE TO ASSESS ITS TRUE IMPACT ON STUDENTS OR VALUE TO TAXPAYERS.
3. 
THE ONLY WAY TO MEANINGFULLY DECREASE VERIFICATION BURDEN ON STUDENTS, WHILE
MAINTAINING INTEGRITY IN THE FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS, IS TO FIX THE FAFSA.
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In order to qualify for federal financial aid, students must complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA). Each year, the Department of Education (ED) selects millions of applications for further review. For those
selected applications, schools are required to validate the submitted information to ensure accuracy of both the
FAFSA data and the financial aid awarded. This additional step in the aid application process is called “verification,”
and remains a complicated and time-consuming burden for the students and families who are most in need of
financial aid.

VERIFICATION PROCESS
ED
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for verification

In 2014-15, the last year for which ED published verification selection data, 26 percent of applications were selected
to be verified.1 Using an ED-developed risk model, students selected for verification are assigned to different
verification tracking groups that specify the types of documentation they must submit to the aid office. Time to
complete the verification process can vary widely. Many students are asked to provide an IRS tax transcript or
verification of non-filing which, when requested by mail, can take more than 10 calendar days to obtain.
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While verification is an important step in maintaining the integrity of federal aid programs, it imposes significant
costs on students and aid administrators.

LOW-INCOME STUDENTS
Almost all applicants selected for verification are eligible for the Pell Grant, as the federal government is especially
concerned that Pell Grant dollars, which do not have to be paid back, are correctly awarded to the neediest
students. According to ED data, over half of Pell-eligible applicants were selected for verification in 2015-16. 2
Unfortunately, this means many of the lowest income students, or those most in need of financial aid, are targeted
with heightened complexity, additional scrutiny, and delayed aid notification. It is estimated that more than 1 in 5
low-income students selected for verification never complete the process.3 In a 2016 survey of over 600 financial
aid administrators, 71 percent agreed that verification placed unnecessary burdens on low-income students and
families.4

AID NOTIFICATION AND DELIVERY
The verification process can take weeks to complete. This has serious consequences for many students, especially
those seeking to attend open-access institutions who sometimes file applications much later in the cycle. Of the 600
financial aid administrators surveyed in 2016, 34 percent said verification almost always or often resulted in award
amounts remaining undetermined after the semester had started, and 56 percent reported that the process almost
always, often, or sometimes resulted in students being unable to enroll on time.5
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Despite ED’s efforts to streamline the verification process over the last decade, financial aid offices are still
processing high verification volumes. In 2016, one in five surveyed aid administrators said verification took up
more than 50 percent of their time, while only 10 percent said verification often resulted in a significant change
to a student’s aid package.6 Beyond anecdotal evidence, it is unclear whether verification fulfills its purpose of
preventing federal student aid dollars from going to the wrong students because ED does not make public enough
data to thoroughly evaluate process effectiveness.
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RECENT TRENDS IN VERIFICATION
Over the last decade, ED
has largely been unable to
strike a balance between
maintaining program
integrity and eliminating
unnecessary barriers for
low-income students

Over the last decade, ED has largely been unable to strike a balance between maintaining program
integrity and eliminating unnecessary barriers for low-income students. The following developments
and setbacks highlight the “one step forward, two steps back” pattern of recent verification
adjustments:

IRS DATA RETRIEVAL TOOL (DRT)
The introduction of the IRS Data Retrieval Tool (DRT), a resource that allows financial aid applicants to
import tax information directly into the FAFSA, should have greatly reduced the need for verification
beginning in award year 2012-13. Unfortunately, the DRT was disabled for large portions of the 201617 and 2017-18 processing cycles, preventing any meaningful verification reduction in recent years.

PRIOR-PRIOR YEAR (PPY)
The use of prior-prior year (PPY) income data on the FAFSA, which made the FAFSA available earlier
and allowed more applicants to use the DRT, was implemented in award year 2017-18 and was
expected to significantly reduce verification burden. The DRT makes tax data from two years prior
readily available upon application, which, under PPY, allows more applicants to submit information
already considered verified by the IRS. For this reason, PPY is crucial progress toward solving the
verification problem. Unfortunately, the DRT went offline again that year, contributing to widespread
confusion and soaring verification selection rates.

INSTITUTIONAL CAP

71%

of surveyed financial aid
administrators agreed
that verification placed
unnecessary burdens on
low-income students and
families.

For many years, institutions were only required to verify up to 30 percent of their total applicant pool.
However, ED removed this cap when it introduced targeted verification groups during the 2012-13
award year. Institutions now must complete the process for every selected student. Though ED may
select fewer than 30 percent of applications overall, the distribution of selected applications can
vary widely across institutions, leaving some campuses with a light verification burden and others
overwhelmed.

VERIFICATION OF NON-FILING (VONF) STATUS
ED implemented a verification of non-filing (VONF) status requirement to all schools in 2016-17. Under
this policy, all selected applicants who did not file a tax return must verify, by obtaining necessary IRS
documentation, that they did not file. Students and parents must request a verification of non-filing
from the IRS either online or by submitting a paper IRS Form 4506-T by mail, a process that can take
weeks. VONF is a cumbersome and lengthy process, and ED has yet to provide data showing the
practice is necessary to ensuring program integrity.7

WHAT CONGRESS CAN DO

• Congress can apply pressure to ED to ensure greater transparency on verification selection rates,
the necessity of VONF, and the degree to which verification detects significant submission errors.
• Congress can work with the ED to reinstate the the 30 percent cap on verification.

The ultimate solution
to verification burden is
fixing the FAFSA
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• The ultimate solution to verification burden is fixing the FAFSA. Simplifying and improving the
FAFSA by expanding the use of the IRS DRT to include all 1040 line items and by auto-importing
data already considered verified by other federal agencies, such as receipt of means-tested
benefits, would greatly reduce the need for verification and its impact on low-income applicants.
These and other provisions are included in NASFAA’s FAFSA Simplification Working Group
recommendations.8
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NASFAA RESOURCES
• History of Changes to Financial Aid Verification
2018 NASFAA infographic outlining the timeline of verification adjustments over the last decade
• What Went Wrong with Verification
2018 NASFAA Today’s News article outlining the verification problem and its recent history
• NASFAA Letter on VONF
2017 NASFAA letter to ED requesting reprieve and review of VONF requirements and data transparency
• NASFAA FAFSA Working Group Report
NASFAA’s comprehensive FAFSA simplification recommendations
• NASFAA Editorial: To freeze ‘summer melt’ in its tracks, Congress must fix the FAFSA
2018 Op-ed by NASFAA President Justin Draeger on the verification problem, published in The Hill
newspaper

OTHER VERIFICATION RESOURCES
• On the Sidelines of Simplification: Stories of Navigating the FAFSA Verification Process, Published by The
Institute for College Access & Success in November 2016
• Income Verification for Federal Aid Hinders Low-Income Students by Ashley A. Smith, Published by Inside
Higher Ed on 10/12/2018
• The Leaky FAFSA Pipeline, Published by the National College Access Network on 12/7/2017
• Colleges puzzled by surge in FAFSA verification requests by Danielle Douglas-Gabriel, Published by The
Washington Post on 11/28/2017
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